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Richmark Wands 
 
Our rechargeable RM-MW-RED-RC red marshalling wand is a bright and durable wand has 
been designed for a range of marshalling activities. This LED wand features a loud (up to 
120 dB) SOS alarm and three (3) light modes to capture attention and ensure visibility in any 
weather or traffic scenario. Visible up to a mile away, you can safely guide your aircraft with 
these ramp-grade marshalling wands. The wand is powered by a sealed rechargeable bat-
tery and is supplied with a 3-pin UK plug and USB cable to connect to the wand. 

Our rechargeable RM-MW-RED-RC red marshalling wands are durable, shock-proof and are 
resistant to impact. The rechargeable wand features a non-slip handle and integrated lan-
yard. Made of waterproof material and complete with large buttons for easy operation with 
gloved hands, you can be confident in the performance of these wands in challenging 
weather conditions. 

Each rechargeable wand includes five (5) red LED lights and one (1) white LED for high visi-
bility in the dark and features reflective film inside to intensify the light output. The recharge-
able wand features steady and flashing light modes. A third mode activates a white light at 
the top of the wand, turning it into a flashlight. The SOS alarm button creates a loud, high 
pitched noise for enhanced safety. The magnetic base allows for easy and secure placement 
of the wand. The top of the rechargeable wand can be used to break a window if trapped in-
side a vehicle. 

Our rechargeable wands can be used for various applications besides aircraft safety, such 
as marine signalling, car safety, directing traffic, crowd control, community events (such as 
walks, bike races, or runs), construction zones, hunting and hiking safety. They can also be 
used by police, medical teams, and firefighters. Bikers, runners, and walkers use them for 
increased visibility at night. 
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Range: 

Order Code Description 

RM-MW-RED-RC Aircraft Marshalling Wand (Single Unit)  

Wand Specification 

 Three (3) modes: steady, flashing, and white flashlight 
 Waterproof 
 Loud SOS safety alarm whistle (measured at up to 120dB) 
 Magnetic base 
 Five (5) red LED lights 
 One (1) white LED light 
 Non-slip handle 
 Lanyard included 
 Silicon rubber buttons 
 Independent whistle and light buttons 
 Rugged, impact resistant construction 
 Reflective film inside enhances visibility 
 Top of the wand can be used to break glass if trapped in a vehicle 
 Sealed battery comprising of 3 AAA batteries (600mAh, 3.6V, Ni-MH) 


